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INTRODUCTION
Gayatri Girls Hostel is the hostel established within the campus of Poornima College of
Engineering, Jaipur housing more than 700 girls of various courses and disciplines like
Bachelor of Technology, Bachelor of Architecture, Bachelor of Business Administration, etc.
Packed with a happening environment, Gayatri Girls Hostel is designed in an effective
manner as a home away from home. It provides superlative facilities to the students with a
decent stay and the best possible learning environment. The most interesting and enjoyable
part of the Gayatri hostel is its annual fest.
Every year annual fest-‘TATVA TORQUE’ is celebrated with great enthusiasm and zeal.
These 4-5 days are filled with fun and vigor in the campus. We try to bring up different
themes every year emphasizing on women empowerment. This time we came up with a new
theme ‘SPECTRA’ which reflects the different roles of women in society. It symbolizes how
a woman is also composed of several important characters like the elements of the visual
spectrum. Various events were organized in which around 60% of girls actively participated
in technical events like circuit debugging, youth parliament, cultural event like singing,
poetry and various forms of dance, sports event like volleyball, kabaddi to showcase their
talent which totally reflected that a woman is nowhere behind man in any field, she is kind
hearted and rebellious too when needed.
The planning of the hostel fest commenced by appointing the interested fourth year students
as coordinators of respective events, which was followed up by appointing third coordinators
and second year volunteers of the same event.
The timeline of the fest was made by the fourth year coordinators and to-do list was made.
Theme of the fest was decided along with the list of events. Tasks were divided among
coordinators and proper planning was done for each event. The decoration part started 15
days earlier. Things were brought accordingly and proper decoration team was involved in
the decoration according to the theme.
Besides these, there were few limitations of the fest that included clash of events which
resulted in chaos and girls performing in haphazard way during the tasks and also there were
not expected amount of participation. These limitations were overcome by the sponsorship
that appointed sponsor team of the fest brought by different reputed places. The Outcomes of
the program was the ability of team building & enhancing their role as individual and whole.
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OPENING CEREMONY
TATVA TORQUE – 2K17 (26th -29thMarch 2017) is the Hostel fest of Gayatri Girls Hostel
which is celebrated annually with great enthusiasm and zeal. These 3 – 4 days are filled with
fun and vigour in the campus. We try to come up with different themes every year
emphasizing on women empowerment. The theme for 2k17 is ‘SPECTRA – Traits of
Women’ which reflects the different roles of women in society.
Starting with inaugural held on 26th March 2017 was the great day for the hostellers and for
the staff as well.
The Chief Guest of the evening was Ms. ChavviRajawat, who is the Sarpanch of Village
Soda, district Tonk. She is one of the youngest sarpanch nation – wide at present. She has
been honoured many times by Government and Non – Government organizations; she was
awarded by late President of India, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam on the technology day, IBN7 etc.
Ms. Rajawat share her experience of being a sarpanch with our audience, The ground
problems which villagers are facing day to day basis, like child marriage, discrimination in
education and many more. She also motivated our audience with her ideas and thoughts and
keenness to make this place a better world.
Our ceremony initiated by a NukedNatak which was on the theme only, it was really very
inspiring for the audience. We also have FACET DIVA which was also follow the theme
spectra. In this audience enjoyed ramp walk of the finalist seven.
Apart from this there are many more events in the inaugural ceremony which based on the
theme – SPECTRA such as different - different cultural dances – Punjabi dance , Rajasthani
dance and many more , all the dances are mesmerizing and beautiful. To complement the
inaugural ceremony there are many singing performances which reflects our theme in it. Over
all it was a fun and enthusiastic evening for all the hosteller and it was just the beginning of
the story which going to be told in the upcoming 3 days.
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WEBSITE
Tatva-Torque 2K17, the annual hostel fest conducted by Gayatri Girls Hostel was a blended
series of fine-arts, socio-cultural and digitalized work. This year in Tatva-Torque 2K17the
registrations in different categories of events i.e. technical, cultural, club and sports were
done via tatva.poornima.org. The website was for hosteller’s registration in individual
events. The main motto for making this website was to reduce the paper work. This website
contains different sections like schedule in which PDF was available for students to gather
the information regarding events, announcement section which have the updated notifications
of fest, gallery which reveals the fun and enthusiasm among the girls of Gayatri, about
section which describes the beauty of hostel fest in few words and at last the sponsors & the
team section. The registrations of hostellers were done successfully and easily.
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SPONSERSHIP
As, we have already had a glimpse that this year TATVA – TORQUE was not the same as
even before. With a lot of finer additions and subtractions, it came out to be one step ahead
than the fests that has been celebrated over the years.
Out of all those finer and new additions, one was the idea of sponsorship. Sponsorship
something is basically an act of supporting an event either financially or through the
provisions of products or services and same was provided to Gayatri Girls Hostel this year.
Students from 3rd year i.e. Arushi Chaturvedi , Jagrati Vijay and Anushree Jain went out in
search of sponsors for 3 days regularly and to different stores we tried to convince each of
them by explaining them the whole idea, by giving them the letter that recited all about the
TATVA and these initiations that we were making.
The stores we visited includes Airtel, Mr. Beans Pizza, Shades, PS Lounge, Thirstea, Pizza
World, Snow Planet, Dominos and many many more, Some agreed and some disagreed to
benefit us due to either lack of shortage of time or short notice or may be their norms but 3
days of hard work didn’t bring frown to the faces, since we managed to get sufficient offers
and coupons from our benefactors.
So, the ones who all provided their services are as follows –
1. PS Lounge – Free Hair spa, Haircuts, Hair Styling
2. Mr. Beans – 20% off
3. Snow Planet – Various Coupons
4. Pizza World – 20% off
5. Hubble Bubble Café – 50% Off
6. Pizza Hut – 25% Off
7. Burger King – Offers on Every meal
8. Home Store – Offers on Jewelling and Bags for every Gayatrian (Not only the
winner)
And not only from the outside but also, this time from within our campus, we got our
benefactors providing various services such as –
 Poornima Hostel Laundry -> Free Ironing of Clothes
 Hostel Parlor(Blossoms) -> Haircuts and Wax
 Bangon super Wi-Fi -> Free Recharge coupons
.
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FACET DIVA
FACET DIVA. ... A beauty pageant or beauty contest is a competition that has traditionally
focused on judging and ranking the physical attributes of the contestants, although some
contests have evolved to also incorporate personality traits, intelligence, talent, and answers
to judges' questions as judged criteria.
INITIAL PROCEDURE:
On 17-03-2017 The whole Team of Facet Diva delivered a PowerPoint Presentation to the
students of First Year to enlighten about what the competition, Facet Diva is all about which
is followed by a documentarydepicted the last year Hostel Fest so as to inculcate the
enthusiasm amongst the students. At the end, the team distributed the Forms of Facet Diva
that comprised of some beauty pageant Questions.
Round 1
At the start, The Team organized the personal Interview of 110 shortlisted students selected
on the basis of candidate’s application form. There were four Panels each having 4-5
Interviewers from Final Year of Btech and MBA. Finally, there were 80 students selected for
the further round.
Round 2
Final Destination was the second to be conducted on 21 march, 2017 at 5:30 PM near the
Garden area of PCE Campus. It was a kind of set up, a 100 meter track full of hurdles like
(crawling beneath several chairs, lemon race, sack race, double ditch and many more) which
was designed by whole team of Facet Diva, It was round conducted in team of 2 player in the
same track like Relay Race. Finally there were 50 Students selected for Further Round.
Round 3
The Next Round was Group Dance Competition; the round was conducted on 22-03-2017 at
CG05, PCE Campus, judged by some renounced dancing Divas of Gayatri Hostel. The
completion was judged on Headers like Confidence, Coordination, Attire etc. Students were
divided in the team of 5. Each team is allotted with a prop and color to carry while dancing. 3
hours allotted to each team to prepare the respective dance. And finally completion decided
to undergoes as SURPRIZE NIGHT for all Gayatrians at 9:30 pm. At the end there were 8
teams (40 students) selected for further round.
Round 4:
The next round was Walk in hurdles conducted on 23-03-2017 at Basket Ball Court, PCE
campus. The Girls had to carry pair of Heals and asked to walk in three different paces (slow,
fast, faster) as per whistled by coordinator. The Round constitute of a Tie Breaker Round
(exercise round) So as to select most deserving one. Finally there were 29 students came up
for further round.
Round 5:
Gayatri Girls Hostel, Poornima Foundation.
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Finally there were two rounds i.e the Question answering round and General Knowledge
(Quiz Round) on 24-03-2017. Some real time situations were given them on the spot, on
which the candidate were require to speak for 3 minutes 16 students selected in this round
whereas GK contained 3 Question asked from each Candidate. After This amazing IQ test the
Team of Facet Diva selected 7 Students for the Final Round of The Facet Diva.
Final Results:
The final Ramp Walk conducted in Hostel Fest Opening at The Arbuda Convention Centre,
PIET. The Team invited Ms. as a judge for Final Ramp walk and Questionnaire round for
Final FACET DIVA.
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TATOO ART
From past few years tattoo art is quite common among the people of every age group.
Different people get imprint different tattoo pattern on their body according to their choice.
Tattooing has been practiced across the globe since at least Neolithic times, as evidenced by
mummified preserved skin, ancient art, and the archaeological record.
ORIGIN
New York City was settled up in 1846 and began a tradition by tattooing military servicemen
from both sides of the civil war. Samuel Oreille invented the electric tattooing machine in
1891.
RULES
Tattoo art competition was on 29th march 2017 at Basket Ball Court in Gayatrigirls hostel.
The various themes of the competition were quotation, nature, fantasy, and zodiac. It was
conducted by the PallaviKumari of final year along with 3rdyr and 2ndyr students. Participants
had to report 15 mins before and the whole competition was of 45 mins. Judges called up are
totally unbiased and winner chosen were on the basis of the technical and artistic art of the
participants.
Winner – Kajal Mehta
Timing – 5:00-6:00 PM
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ROLE PLAY
A role-playing game is a game in which the participants assume the roles of characters and
collaboratively create stories. Participants determine the actions of their characters based on
their characterization, and the actions succeed or fail according to a formal system of rules
and guidelines. Within the rules, they may improvise freely; their choices shape the direction
and outcome of the games.
START
Step 1: Warm up the group – This step involves presenting students with a problem,
providing examples, and having students predict what might happen.
Step 2: Select participants – In this step, the characters and their characteristics are identified
and students volunteer or the teacher assigns the roles. The teacher should not assign roles
based on student suggestion, however, as that could put a student in an uncomfortable
situation or stereotype the student.
Step 3: Set the stage – A line of action and the setting are established and the roles are
restated.
Step 4: Prepare the observers – To make sure that the whole group stays involved; the teacher
is encouraged to assign them tasks. For example, the observers could evaluate the realism of
the role playing, respond to the effectiveness and sequences of the role players’ behavior, and
define the feeling and ways of thinking of the persons being portrayed.
Step 5: Enact – The players assume the roles and spontaneously “live” the situation from
beginning to end of the situation.
Step 6: Discuss and Evaluate – In this step, the action of the role playing is reviewed, the
focus is discussed, and the next enactment is developed.
Step 7: Reenact – New interpretations of roles are shared and new possibilities for causes and
effects are explored in this step.
Step 8: Discuss and evaluate as was done in Step 6.
Step 9: Share Experiences and Generalize – The problem situation is related to children’s
current problems and the real experience in a non-threatening way.
Winner – Yogita Sharma
Timing– Min. 3 minutes
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FASHIONISTA
Fashionista, a person devoted to fashion clothing, particularly unique or high fashion. A term
used for woman with a penchant for shopping and a natural flair for combining both current
and vintage fashionable trends.
ABOUT THE EVENT
In fashionista, teams are made of 3 members each. Two of them are those trendsetters who
create and design the outfit to the best of their innovative thinking capability. The third
member of the team is the model. Two hours are given for designers to design the outfit for
the model. They have to take the measurement of the model priory. Designers can use waste
materials like newspapers, icecream sticks, cups, ribbons, etc. to complete their dresses.
After giving a final touch to the outfits, designers are sent to the model to make her rampready.
When each team is ready with their model then a Ramp Walk is held.
The outfit and the way a model carries her dress and accessories decides the winner.

Date: 29th February, 2017
Time: 5.30pm to 8.00pm
Total no. of participants: 6 Teams (3 members each)
Winner: Simontoni and group
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ADAA
In fashion, a runway, catwalk or ramp is a narrow, usually flat platform that runs into an
auditorium or between sections of an outdoor seating area, used by models to demonstrate
clothing and accessories during a fashion show. In fashion jargon, "what's on the catwalk" or
similar phrasing can refer to whatever is new and popular in fashion. A runway could be as
basic as a narrow space between rows of chairs or more elaborate setups with multiple
catwalks. Most runway shows are held inside, for shelter against the weather, but there are
times when runway shows are held outdoors. Adaa was an event conducted in hostel fest
2k17 the theme was Spectra. The guests for the event were Ms. Gunjan and Ms. Chandan.
The viewing guests sat as if they were awaiting their flights while the models walked around
the airport approaching ticket counters. When a model scores an exclusive for a fashion label
it means that they have been picked to walk for that particular designer only. This usually
launches their career and elevates their status in the fashion industry, guaranteeing them spots
on
the
world's
best
catwalk.
The winners of Adaa event are:1st - Jaishri Malhotra& group
2nd- Meghna Jain & group
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SUR-SANGRAM
“Music speaks what cannot be expressed it soothes the mind and gives it rest ,heals heart and
makes it whole ,flows from heaven to the soul.”Gayatrigirls hostel always strives for all
round development of the students. To boost the singing talent of its students the hostel
management had organized the music competition from 27th March 2017 to 29th March
2017.
Students of all the years participated in the competition. The contestants enthralled audience
with their melodious songs .The students took care of their diction, intonation, expression and
notes as they sang the mellifluous songs that reverberated in the whole atmosphere.
The songs and the music were so soothing soulful harmonious that it got the audience fully
transported into its world as got lost in the music. The judges of the competition were
awestruck and spellbound by performance of all the students. They not only appreciated and
extolled but also advised the students on how they could improve their performance. On the
nutshell, the event was successfully organized and enjoyed by all.
Total no. of participants- 5
Winner- Mrinal Pandey
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REPORT ON SPLASH (RANGOLI)
Rangoli is one of the most enjoyable art that students can be engaged. This activity was
organized at Gayatri Girls Hostel, Poornima College of Engineering to explore and encourage
creativity in students and often them a platform to showcase their skills.
A Rangoli competition (using colors) was organized on 28thMarch, 2017 at Gayatri Hostel for
the students of 1st, 2nd, 3rdand 4th year. There are also 4 themes for the participants for rangoli:
Save Girls child, Nature theme, Traditional theme, save water. All participant carry their own
material (which is required in rangoli like colors, newspaper, flowers etc.) with them.
Students came up with amazing ideas. It was appreciated by everyone. The venue of the
Rangoli was near provision store and 1hour time is given to all the participant. There are
many rangoli which gets attraction of everyone.
Winners: In rangoli the winners are SmritiAnand, Vaishali and Sakshi. They are from 2nd
year. This fun filled activity witness on enthusiastic participation of all students. The winner
of rangoli gets vouchers of snow world at 20% off.
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CRAZY SELFIE
The event was organized on 29th march 2017
Timings: - 6:00 to 7:00 pm
Venue: - Near Hostel Gate.
Task:1. Sing a poem at crawly place with maximum number of people.
2.Sitting in water and put some part in water.
3. Take a video with decorations in innovative way.
4.Take a video in recursive mode with any faculty or warden.
5.Take a video at any place not indoor place doing nagin dance at horizontal position.
6.Say the alphabet while burping.
7.Holding something with your toe and place it to any place.
8.Sing a song with mess worker.
9.Dance with broom or wiper.
10. tie up your shoe lace and have a jogging.
11. Harry potter kitarahjhaduprbethkar garden m human
All the required items were arranged by the participants themselves like broom and camera.
Winner 1:- Supriya Prasad
Winner 2:-Kajal Mehta
Event Image:-
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Poster Making
A poster is any piece of printed paper designed to be attached to a wall or vertical surface.
Typically posters include both textual and graphic elements, although a poster may be
either wholly graphical or wholly text. Posters are designed to be both eye-catching and
informative. Posters may be used for many purposes. They are a frequent tool of advertisers
(particularly of events, musicians and films), propagandists, protestors and other groups
trying to communicate a message. Posters are also used for reproductions of artwork,
particularly famous works, and are generally low-cost compared to original artwork. The
modern poster, as we know it, however, dates back to the 1840s and 1850s when the
printing industry perfected color lithography and made mass production possible."
Start:The poster making competition was organized as a part of hostel fest events in Gayatri Girls
Hostel and all the participants enthusiastically participated and made different posters on
the theme "The Essences of Women".
The participation was in a team of two and it included poster making, message writing and
explaining of the poster to the judge.

End:At the end of 1hour time given to the participants each team explained their poster to the
judge Miss.Priyanka and she then she declared the results.
No.of teams:-06
Winners:Event Venue:-GGH 6 corridor.
Event Date:-28-03-2017
Timings:-5:00-6:00 PM
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ANTAKSHARI
Antakshari is a club event of the hostel fest TATVA TORQUE held every year in Gayatri
Girls Hostel Antakshari event aims at bringing out the singing talent, knowledge of songs.
This is a fun activity in which girls participate without any pressure.
Antakshri event of TATVA TORQUE 2k17 was held on 29th March 2017 in the
basketball court from 6 P.M to 7:30 P.M. Total Number of teams registered were 25 and 11
teams turned up for the event so the rest were disqualified.
There were four rounds in total which included:
1 ) Instrumental : teams had to identify the songs from the instrumental played Minimum 3
songs had to be identified for qualifying the first round 6 teams successfully finished the first
round and were qualified for the second round
2) Sing the Song: Teams were given the names of actor, actresses of the particular movie and
they had to sing the song of that movie. 3 teams finished this round and went to the final
round.
3 ) Rapid Fire : In this round each team was given a name of the actor and actress and they
had to sing maximum no of songs in 1 min.
The winner team sang 6 songs in one min and were declared winner and the runner up team
sang 5 songs of the given. This was a total fun event where everyone enjoyed.
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GLITTERING HANDS
Glittering Hands event was held on 26th march 2017 at 10:00 PM. The event was a success.
There was 1 round conducted. 20 gayatrians registered for the event and 13 turned up for the
event. The girls made very beautiful and unique designs with mehndi on their hands. The
students showcased their artistic skills by presenting various mehndi designs on hands. The
students enthusiastically participated in the event. Irrespective of exposure and experience,
they adorned their hands with mehndi designs which helped them boost their confidence in
the art. The different types of designs which the students explored where; Indian mehndi
designs, the Arabic mehndi design, Pakistani mehndi design and African mehndi designs.
This event went on for 1 hr and was very interesting.
The rules for the competition are:1. Time limit is 45 min.
2. You cannot prefer to any design by any means.
3. Winners of last year cannot participate.
4. You have to bring your own mehndi.
5. You can make design on your hands or on anyone else's hands also.
The winner for this event was KalpanaInani (3rd yr.)
The 1st runner up was Sanjoli Jain (1st yr.)
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KYA AAP PANCHVI PASS SE TEZ HAI
This event is a technical event, which consist of a quiz round. In this event a set of 25
questions was prepared. These questions were based on science, social studies, English,
Math’s, general knowledge, Computer science. Students were given 45sec for each question.
This quiz round was done with the help of power point presentation in which each question
consist of four options. Students have to write down the correct answer, there was no
negative marking for any question.
Total no of registration: 54
Total no of participation: 11
Event Date: 29 march 2017
Timing: 5:00 - 6:00 pm
Winner: Shubhali Raj
Registration no: PCE16EC090
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SPELL BEE
A spelling bee is a competition in which contestants are asked to spell a broad selection of
words usually with a varying degree of difficulty. The concept is thought to have originated
in the united states, and spelling bee events, along with variants, are now also held in some
other countries around the world. The first winner of an official spelling bee was Frank
Neuhauser, who won the first national spelling bee in Washington, D.C.in 1925 at age 11.
Istround
We had pronounced 5 words to each participant and they have to spell each word. The
participants who had answered at least 3 correct spelling; they were selected for the second
round.
IIndround
In this round we had dictated 10 words to the selected participants and we had repeated each
word 3 times. They have to write those spellings on the paper. The participant who had
written at least 5 correct spellings were selected for the third round.
IIIrd round
In this round we had given different words to each selected participants from they had to
made useful words consisting of at least 3 letters. The participant who had made more
number of useful words within the time limit of 1 minute was the winner of the event.
Total number of participants:-22
First round clear:-14
Second round clear:-6
Winner of third round:-Neetu Sharma, Third Year
Score:-09
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RAPID FIRE ROUND
The purpose of the Rapid fire contest is to test the knowledge of the participants beyond
academics.
The contest will test the knowledge of the contesting members in the following broad areas:
General Knowledge
Science
Sports
Current affairs and Politics
Entertainment
General Rules and Regulations:
1. Only individual entries are allowed.
2. The participants will not be allowed to use mobile or other electronic gadgets during the
quiz.
3. The questions shall be in the form of specific one word answer.
4. The decision of the quiz-coordinator will be final and will not be subjected to any change.
The Rapid fire is played in two rounds:
Round 1: A question will be asked to a contestant and if she is unable to answer it then next
question will be asked to the next contestant - 5questions
Each Contestant would be asked 5 questions each.
There is marks for correct answer and no negative marks for wrong answer.
Answering time is only 30 seconds.
Round 2 – Buzzer Round- A question will be fired & the contestant who presses the buzzer
first gets to answer first – 5 Questions
1 mark for the correct answer and no negative marks for the wrong answer.
If contestant doesn’t answer correct after they press Buzzers then the question will be passed
to the next contestant.
Winner – Dakshita Jain (1st year)
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PHRASE-IT
A phrase is a group of words that stand together as a single unit, typically as part of a clause
or a sentence. A phrase does not contain a subject and verb and, consequently, cannot convey
a complete thought. A phrase contrasts with a clause. A clause does contain a subject and
verb, and it can convey a complete idea.
Start
In this we had only one round which is written test. The paper was contain total number of
questions 25 in which some are related to fill in blanks, some are related to MCQ questions
and some are related to complete the idiom with one word. Each question had one mark if it
was correct. And no negative marking was there. Each participant had 35 minutes to
complete the paper.
Finish
After the time was complete all the paper of the participant collected by the volunteers then
they are checked by the coordinator and volunteers and one score list made which contain the
marks of all the participants and at last participant with highest marks declared as winner of
this event.
Winner –Tina Malav
Timing –5:00-6:00p.m.

\
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Let Us C
Let Us C is a programming challenge involving participants trying to program according to
provided specifications. A programming competition generally involves the host presenting a
set of logical or mathematical problems to the contestants (who can vary in number from tens
to several thousand), and contestants are required to write computer programs capable of
solving each problem. Judging is based mostly upon number of problems solved and time
spent for writing successful solutions, but may also include other factors (quality of output
produced, execution time, program size, etc.)
Round 1)
Round 1 was all about the basic programming skills, all the participants are provided with the
question paper which consists of 5 questions. Out of 5 they have to solve any 3 of them in
which the pattern question was compulsory to solve. Participants with new enthusiasm
participated and proved their skills by solving all the three questions within the time limit
provided.
Round 2)
All the qualified students of Round 1 participated in the Round 2. Round 2 was all about
skilled programming skills, question paper was given with 5 questions of arrays, structure
and switch cases out of which they have to attempt 3 questions. The participant who has
performed all the three question within the given time limit was the winner and the second
most who completed within time limit was the 1st Runner up.
Round 1 Qualified Students - 6
Round 2 Qualified StudentsWinner –SimranMadaan (2016PUSETBCCX04709)
1st Runner Up- Bhumika (2015pcecs033)
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BADMINTON
Badminton is a racquet sport played using racquet to hit a shuttlecock across a net. Although
it may be played with larger teams, the most common forms of the game are "singles" (with
one player per side) and "doubles" (with two players per side). Badminton is often played as a
casual outdoor activity in a yard or on a beach; formal games are played on a rectangular
indoor court. Points are scored by striking the shuttlecock with the racquet and landing it
within the opposing side's half of the court.
The tournament was inaugurated on 28th March
LOCATION:Badminton court, Gayatri Girls Hostel
TIME:5PM-6PM
The matches were played at one level
Singles
Total no. of participants – 10
SEMI FINAL was played between
KHUSHI JAIN VsVESHALI MISHRA
PURVA JAIN Vs MERIN DEORA
FINAL
VESHALI Vs MERIN DEORA
Winner – VAISHALI MISHRA, 4th year
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CLAY MODELLING
Modeling clay is any of a group of malleable substance used in building and sculpting. The
material composition and production processes very considerable. Paper clay is handmade or
commercially available to which a small percentage of process cellulose fiber is added . The
fiber increases the tensile strength of the dry clay and enables dry to dry and wet to dry joins.
Commercial paper clays air dry to firm, lightweight sculpture, with minimal shrinking during
the drying process.
START
Basically the event was organized in the CG-05 seminar hall. The event was started at 6 p.m.
registered participant were arrived at 5:45 in the seminar hall. There was around 12 groups in
the event. The modeling was based on the ideas of participants in which they had to create a
photo frame. In this event there is at most three members in the group . The event was started
at the 6 p.m. All the participants used their own ideas to make best out of it . They used
many themes to make the models based on the nature, marine life, abstract modeling etc .
Finish
The winner was determined by the clearness and the idea of their model. the judgment of
winner was done by the faculty of Poornima university Mr. vishal
Total no. of groups – 12
Winner – Ayushi’groups
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100 METER RACE
The 100 meters, or 100-meter dash, is a sprint race in track and field competitions. The
shortest common outdoor running distance, it is one of the most popular and prestigious
events in the sport of athletics. It has been contested at the Summer Olympics since 1896 for
men and since 1928 for women.
Start
At the start, some athletes play psychological games such as trying to be last to the starting
blocks. At high level meets, the time between the gun and first kick against the starting block
is measured electronically, via sensors built in the gun and the blocks. A reaction time less
than 0.1 s is considered a false start. The 0.2-second interval accounts for the sum of the time
it takes for the sound of the starter's pistol to reach the runners' ears, and the time they take to
react to it. For many years a sprinter was disqualified if responsible for two false starts
individually. However, this rule allowed some major races to be restarted so many times that
the sprinters started to lose focus. This rule led to some sprinters deliberately false-starting to
gain a psychological advantage: an individual with a slower reaction time might false-start,
forcing the faster starters to wait and be sure of hearing the gun for the subsequent start,
thereby losing some of their advantage.
Mid-race
Runners typically reach their top speed just past the halfway point of the race and they
progressively decelerate in the later stages of the race. Maintaining that top speed for as long
as possible is a primary focus of training for the 100 m.[8] Pacing and running tactics do not
play a significant role in the 100 m, as success in the event depends more on pure athletic
qualities and technique.
Finish
The winner is determined by the first athlete with her or her torso (not including limbs, head,
or neck) over the nearer edge of the finish line. When the placing of the athletes is not
obvious, a photo finish is used to distinguish which runner was first to cross the line.
Winner – Sheeya (PCE, EC, II YR)
Timing – 10’ 90”
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BEG BORROW STEAL
The event was a success. There was only one round conducted.
We are given list of things which were to be beg borrow and steal from Gayatri hostel in one
hour and that was interesting event. So many on the spot registration were done. In these
event only two members is present in one team. After one hour we check the things according
to our list of things which we are given and according to time or according to no. Of things
we declare the winner.
The Task Were:1. 5 Nail paints of same color except black
color
2. 5 combs of red color.
3. Green heels
4. One yellow and one orange thread.
5. 10 hairpins of same color except black.
6. Titan watch
7. Black teddy bear
15. Uniform of any mba student.

8. 5 Reynolds pens.
9. Ear phones of purple color.
10. Shoe polish
11. News paper of 24 march.
12. Novels of durjoydutta
13. A handkerchief with at least 5 colors.
14. A Santa Claus cap.

This event went on for 1 hr
TEAM SIZE: 2 members
WIINNER: RiddhiLodha (2nd year) &SuhaniJain(2nd year)
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CARROM
Carrom (also known as Karrom) is a "strike and pocket" table game of Eastern origin similar
to billiards and table shuffleboard. It is found throughout the East under different names
though most non-eastern people know it by the East Asian name of Carroms (or Karrom). It
is very popular in Nepal, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and surrounding areas and in
the Middle East as well. In South Asia, many clubs and cafés hold regular tournaments.
Carrom is very commonly played by families, including the children, and at social functions.
Different standards and rules exist in different areas.
The aim of the game is to pot (or pocket) one's nine carrom men and the Queen before your
opponent.
Equipment:





Carrom men
Striker
The queen
Powder

The toss : Order of play is determined by the process of "calling the carrom men" or "the
toss". Before commencing each match, an umpire hides one black carrom in one hand and
one white carrom man in the other hand. The players guess which colorcarrom men are being
held in each hand. The player who guesses correctly wins the toss. The winner of the toss
strikes first, which is called the opening break. The winner of the toss has the option to
change sides from white to black and give up the opening break. The winner of the toss may
not pass this decision to the other player. If the winner of the toss chooses to change sides
then the loser must strike first. The player taking the first shot (or break) gets to play white
carrom men. The opponent plays black.
Winner – Swati Shubhanam
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CHESS
Chess is a two-player strategy board game played on a chessboard, a checkered game board
with 64 squares arranged in an eight-by-eight grid. Chess is played by millions of people
worldwide, both amateurs and professionals.
Each player begins the game with 16 pieces: one king, one queen, two rooks, two nights, two
bishops, and eight pawns. Each of the six piece types moves differently. The most powerful
piece is the queen and the least powerful piece is the pawn. The objective is to 'checkmate'
the opponent's king by placing it under an inescapable threat of capture. To this end, a
player's pieces are used to attack and capture the opponent's pieces, while supporting their
own. In addition to checkmate, the game can be won by voluntary resignation by the
opponent, which typically occurs when too much material is lost, or if checkmate appears
unavoidable. A game may also result in a draw in several ways.
Chess is believed to have originated in India, some times before the 7th century; the Indian
game of chaturanga is also the likely ancestor of the Eastern strategy games xiangqi, janggi
and shogi.
Since the second half of the 20th century, computers have been programmed to play chess
with increasing success, to the point where the strongest home computers play chess at a
higher level than the best human players.
Winner – Prachi Bura
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VOLLEYBALL
Volleyball is a team sport in which two teams of six players are separated by a net. Each team
tries to score points by grounding a ball on the other team's court under organized rules.
The complete rules are extensive. But simply, play proceeds as follows: a player on one of
the teams begins a 'rally' by serving the ball (tossing or releasing it and then hitting it with a
hand or arm), from behind the back boundary line of the court, over the net, and into the
receiving team's court. The receiving team must not let the ball be grounded within their
court. The team may touch the ball up to 3 times but individual players may not touch the ball
twice consecutively. Typically, the first two touches are used to set up for an attack, an
attempt to direct the ball back over the net in such a way that the serving team is unable to
prevent it from being grounded in their court.
The rally continues, with each team allowed as many as three consecutive touches, until
either (1): a team makes a kill, grounding the ball on the opponent's court and winning the
rally; or (2): a team commits a fault and loses the rally. The team that wins the rally is
awarded a point, and serves the ball to start the next rally. A few of the most common faults
include:
A number of consistent techniques have evolved in volleyball, including spiking and
blocking (because these plays are made above the top of the net, the vertical jump is an
athletic skill emphasized in the sport) as well as passing, setting, and specialized player
positions and offensive and defensive structures.
Total no. of matches – 7
Winning Team – Team Manali Lions.
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HAIRSTYLING
A hairstyle, hairdo or haorcut refers to the styling of hair usually on the human scalp. The
fashioning of hair can be aspect of personal grooming, fashion, and cosmetics although
practical, cultural and popular considerationalso influence some hairstyles.
START
At the start we arrange all the participants on their chairs and then wegave them information
about rules of event that only twp person is involve inthat activity after participant and
participant make her own hairstyle or she alsoMake her frienf hairstyle also but third person
cannot interfere in this activity with Participant. All the required things like drier, straighter
etc. also took own self byParticipant. Then we start the event and we give 30 minutes to the
participants to make haistyle.
FINISH
At the end gunjan mam judge the event and she announce the winner's name andalso runner
up name.
WINNER: Jagrati (3rd yr)
RUNNER UP: Bhavna (2nd yr)
Coordinators:Patakshasinha: 4th yr
Muditasingh: 3rd yr
Kalpanajareda: 2nd yr
Nidhiupadhayay: 2nd yr
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SATOLIYA
Basically Satoliya is a game in involving a ball and a pile of flat stones, generally played
between two teams in a large outdoor area. A member of one team (the seekers) throws a
tennis ball at a pile of stones to knock them over. The seekers then try to restore the pile of
stones while the opposing team (the hitters) throws the ball at them. If the ball touches a
seeker, she is out and her team continues without him. A seeker can always safeguard himself
by touching an opposite team member before the ball hits him.
In hostel fest “Adhyay-2k16” 18 teams participated. Each team Consist five members. IN
Satoliya we followed these rule:-Each player gets three tries for attempting to break the
tower. If the player fails to break the tower, next player comes in. If a team is successful in
getting a pittu, the player which broke the tower gets an additional two tries. If a player
successfully breaks the tower but a player from the opposite team catches the ball before it
hits the ground, then the attacking player is deprived of her remaining tries. When a player
from defending team picks up a tennis ball they may not move from that position till they
have thrown the ball away. If all players fail to break the tower, the other team must at-least
complete one tower to win the game.Royal5 team was winner in satoliya which score 7 and
opponent team score only 1. This was outstanding fun game and every team enjoys this
game.
Total no. of teams – 25

DANCE- GROUP & DUET
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Screening of students for duet and group dance competition were done by fourth and third
year co-coordinators then selected participants were asked to perform on their respective
dance form and songs (like :- retro, Hollywood, bollywood. And the participants had tried
their last to starting block to win out the competition. Good coordination was shown by the
participants deserving participants were declare as the winners and was rewarded by the
vouchers.

The Rules were:
For duet Team Size is 2
For Group Dance the Team size is 6-8
The Track should be of 5 Minutes.
The Track must be priory checked
Venue: Main Stage. Gayatri Girls Hostel
Time: 6:00 – 9:00 PM on all three days.

Duet Dance: Vishesta Gautam and Gargi Jain
Group Dance: AditiTambi and Group
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KHO-KHO
Kho kho is a tag sport from the Indian subcontinent. It is played by teams of twelve players,
of which nine enter the field, who try to avoid being touched by members of the opposing
team.
Rules:
Each team consists of 12 players, but only 9 players take the field.
A match consists of two innings with each inning consisting of chasing and running turns of 9
minutes each.One team sits/kneels in the middle of the court, in a row, with adjacent
members facing opposite directions.The runners play in the field, 3 at a time and the team
that takes the shortest time to tag/tap all the opponents in the field, wins.
There is a pole on each end and the runner can go between two players who are sitting in
zigzag manner, but the chaser is not allowed to turn back while running and go between the
players. A kho-kho playground (or pitch) is rectangular.[4] It is 30 meters in length and 19
meters in width. There are two rectangles at the end. Length of the rectangle is 16 meters and
the width is 2.75 meters.
Coordinators:
Vaishali Mishra
Meenakshi
Event venue: Volleyball ground
Event timing: 7pm to 8pm
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